
RD02: Sensor Fusion for System Wellbeing

(Sensor Fusion 101)



Learning Objectives

You will learn:
• What is sensor fusion
• Sensor Tradeoffs
• Frames of Reference
• Introduction to Sensor Fusion, focusing on motion 

sensorssensors
– Magnetic Calibration

– Electronic Compass

– Separating gravity and linear acceleration

– Virtual Gyro

– Kalman Filters

• Review & Wrap-up



About Me
• Michael Stanley

• Formal training is in electrical engineering

• B.S.E. from Michigan State, 1980

• MS from Arizona State 1986

• Employed at Motorola / Freescale Semiconductor from 

June 1980 to the present, where I’ve had multiple careers.  

Most recently:

• SoC Integration / MCU Architecture

• Sensors Architecture / Algorithms / Product Definition• Sensors Architecture / Algorithms / Product Definition

• basically, solving systems level problems

• I blog on sensor related topics at

•http://www.freescale.com/blogs/mikestanley and 

http://memsblog.wordpress.com/

• Email = mike.stanley@freescale.com



What is sensor fusion?

Sensor fusion encompasses a variety of techniques which 

can:

• Trade off strengths and weaknesses of the various sensors 

to compute something more than can be calculated using 

the individual components;the individual components;

• Improve the quality and noise level of computed results by 

taking advantage of: 

• Known data redundancies between sensors

• Knowledge of system transfer functions, dynamics 

and/or kinematics



Sensor Fusion is Everywhere

• Google augmented reality headset photo from: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Google_Glass_Explorer_Edition.jpeg

• Image of Surface Windows 8 Pro with Type Cover used with permission of Microsoft



Sensor Type Caveat Physical / Virtual

Accelerometer With gravity Physical

Linear Acceleration Without gravity Virtual

Gravity Virtual

Magnetic Field Uncalibrated Physical

Magnetic Field Calibrated Virtual

Gyroscope Uncalibrated Physical

Gyroscope Calibrated Virtual

Some Sensors are Physical, Some are “Virtual”

Gyroscope Calibrated Virtual

Orientation Rotation Matrix Virtual

Orientation Azimuth, pitch, roll and 

rotation matrix

Virtual

Ambient Temperature Physical

Light Physical

Pressure Physical

Proximity Physical

Relative Humidity Physical



Some Sensors are Physical, Some are “Virtual”

Sensor Type Caveat Physical / Virtual

Rotation Vector 9-axis Virtual

Game Rotation Vector Accel/gyro only Virtual

Geomagnetic Rotation 

Vector

Accel/mag only Virtual

Significant Motion Virtual

Step Detector Virtual

Step Counter VirtualStep Counter Virtual

• The list above summarizes sensors & sensor fusion components that might be 

expected components for modern operating systems.

• All but the last 4 listed are supported by AndroidTM 4.3.  We expect that 

“KitKat” may offer support for the last four.

• Other OS’s continue to evolve in a similar fashion.

• The possible list of sensors and types of sensor fusion is virtually unlimited.



In this course…

• Because “Sensor Fusion” is an extremely broad topic, this 

course focuses on some specific examples:

• Magnetic calibration

• Electronic compass

• Virtual gyro

Compute orientation• Compute orientation

• Compute linear acceleration sans gravity

• Sensors used include: accel + mag + gyro

• For today’s session, we are ignoring: vibration analysis, 

gesture detection, contextual awareness, navigation / 

location, auto crash detection, auto stability control, etc.



Movement

Any movement from point A to point B can be decomposed 

into a translation plus optional rotation
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Position and Orientation

We need at least 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) to describe a 

movement in 3 dimensions: ΔX, ΔY, ΔZ, ΦΦΦΦ, θ, Ψ
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Frames of Reference
Most systems use a Cartesian frame of reference, but which one?

+Z = Up

+X = North

+Y = East

NED

+Y = North

+X = East

ENU

+Z = Down

NED

Aeronautics uses NED

Windows 8 and Android use ENU



There can be multiple, 

concurrent, frames of reference

East

Up

Body or Device Reference Frame

North
Earth Frame



There are multiple representations for rotation

Options are:

• Euler Angles – intuitive (roll, pitch & yaw), but subject to gimbal lock

• Rotation Matrices – rotation as a matrix multiplication

• Axis / Angle – easy to understand, difficult to use

• Quaternions – similar to axis/angle, with a theoretical background that makes 

them useful

• Our libraries support all forms

source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Euler2a.gif

Euler Angle Illustration

axis/angle



An accelerometer measures linear acceleration plus gravity.

An accelerometer by itself is a “3 axis” system

When any axis is vertical, we cannot

detect rotation about that axis

+X

+Z

• Accelerometer

+Y



What do we mean: Accelerometers measure 

linear acceleration plus gravity?

When horizontal, and at rest:

X = 0

Y = 0

Z = 1g

When horizontal, and accelerating 

at 1g in the direction of the arrow:

X = 1g

Y = 0

Z = 1g



Adding a gyroscope
This “6 axis” system is known as an Inertial Measurement Unit or “IMU”

This is a Right Hand System (RHR)

+X

+Z

• Accelerometer

ωz

• Gyro

+Y

ωx

ωy

• Gyro

A 3-axis gyroscope measures angular velocity about each of the 3 axes..



Adding a magnetometer

+X

+Z = up

• Accelerometer

= East
ωz

This “9 axis” system is known as a magnetic, angular rate & gravity (MARG) sensor

Add a processor and you have attitude & heading reference system (AHRS)

+Y
ENU

= North

• Magnetometer
ωx

ωy

• Gyro

A 3-axis magnetometer gives you the X/Y/Z components of the magnetic field.



Adding a pressure sensor

+X

+Z = up

• Accelerometer

= East

• Magnetometer

ωz

• Gyro

This is a “10 axis” system

+Y
ENU

= North

• Magnetometer

• Pressure
ωx

ωy

Pressure is a scalar (vs vector) quantity Altitude = K1 X (1 - (P/P0)K2)

• K1 = 44330.77 meters

• K2 = 0.190263 (unitless)

• P0 = 101325 Pascals



Sensor Strengths & Weaknesses

Sensor Strengths Weaknesses

Accelerometer • Inexpensive

• Extremely low power

• Very linear

• Very low noise

• Measures the sum of gravity and 

acceleration. We need them separate.

Magnetometer • The only sensor that can orient itself 

with regard to “North”

• Insensitive to linear acceleration

• Subject to magnetic interference

• Not “spatially constant”

• Insensitive to linear acceleration

Gyro • Relatively independent of linear 

acceleration

• Can be used to “gyro-compensate” the 

magnetometer

• Power hog

• Long startup time

• Zero rate offset drifts over time

Pressure Sensor • The only stand-alone sensor that can 

give an indication of altitude

• Not well understood

• A “relative” measurement

• Subject to many interferences and 

environmental factors



Some observations

• Accelerometers are the most power efficient motion sensor you’ll find.

• They often include motion detection circuits – use those to power the system 

up/down for idle periods.

• Accelerometers are low power because they are usually “passive” devices.  

The proof mass moves only when the device is in motion.

• Gyros have continuously moving proof masses, requiring much higher currents • Gyros have continuously moving proof masses, requiring much higher currents 

to keep them in motion.

• TMR-based magnetic sensors are arranged in a Wheatstone bridge formation 

– requiring DC biases.

• Another good sensor to “gate” others is an ambient light sensor.



Typical “Minimum” Sensor Complements / Application

Application Acc Mag Gyro Pressure

Portrait/landscape, tap detect, fall 

detection

X

Pedometry, vibration analysis X

eCompass, pointing/remote control, 

augmented/virtual reality

X X

Virtual gyro X X

Gyro-compensated eCompass X X X

Activity monitors X X

X X

Motion capture X X X

3D mapping & localization X X X X

Image stabilization, gesture recognition X X



Map source: http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/WMM/data/WMM2010/WMM2010_F_MERC.pdf

Earth magnetic field intensity ~ 23 to 63 µTeslas

This is small compared to common sources of interference

Item being 

measured 

cgs Units SI Units 

typical refrigerator 

magnet 

50 gauss 5,000 µTesla 

small iron magnet 100 gauss 10,000 

µTesla 

small neodymium-

iron-boron (NIB) 

magnet 

2000 gauss 200,000 

µTeslas



Soft Iron in fixed spatial relationship to the 

sensor distorts the measured field.

The sphere is distorted into an ellipsoid

Hard Iron (permanent magnet) in fixed

spatial relationship to the sensor adds an offset

Magnetic Calibration

MeasuredIdeal

Both are linear effects, and can be reversed – if you know what you are doing!



Bc = |B| W-1(Bp – V)

where:

|B| Geomagnetic field strength (a scalar)

Bc Calibrated magnetic vector

W-1 Inverse Soft Iron Matrix

Bp Physical magnetic measurement

V Hard Iron Offset Vector

The 4-element calibration computes |B|, Vx, Vy and Vz hard iron offsets. W-1 = identity matrix

Bcx s1 s2 s3 Bpx - Vx

Bcy = |B| s2 s4 s5 Bpy - Vy

Bcz s3 s5 s6 Bpz - Vz

Magnetic Calibration Variations

The 7-element calibration also computes s1, s4 and s6.  Off diagonal components of W-1 are 0.

W-1 = 

The 10-element calibration computes all elements of W-1, including s2, s3, and s5

W-1 = 

s1 0 0

0 s4 0

0 0 s6

s1 s2 s3

s2 s4 s5

s3 s5 s6

Everyone uses the same equation.  The magic is in how 

you compute the coefficients.



Freescale Magnetic Calibration Library

• As a standalone “C” library

• http://www.freescale.com/eCompass

• 4 and 7 element solvers are available in source form

• 10 element solver licensed separately

• Includes 11 app notes

• Includes command-line simulator• Includes command-line simulator

• Freescale’s eCompass software received the Electronic 

Products Magazine 2012 Product of the year award.



Electronic Compass
Once you have performed magnetic calibration, 
computing magnetic north is easy using cross products

Step 1: East = Bc X A

Step 2: Normalize East = East / |East|

Step 3: Normalize A = A / |A|

Step 4: Magnetic North = A X East

a

b

a x b |a x b|

A = accelerometer reading

Bc

Step 1

Step 4

See getRotationMatrix function at:

http://developer.android.com/reference/android/hardware/SensorManager.html

This sequence works when you

are at rest.



Orientation
Orientation can be thought of as a rotation from some standard reference 

(usually the global frame)

The orientation of the sensor pod used to take the previous set of 

measurements can be considered to be the 3D rotation necessary to:

• map magnetic north into Bc and

• map at rest accelerometer reading into expected gravity

0

1

0

magnetic north in ENU frame of reference

RM = rotation matrix = orientation

Bc = RM



Separating Gravity & Acceleration

Remember, accelerometers measure acceleration plus gravity

Now that we have orientation:

0

0

1

recall RM = rotation matrix = orientationgravity vector = RM

1

linear acceleration = (RM-1 A) -
0

0

1



Virtual Gyro
If you calculate orientation from accel + mag, computing outputs for a virtual 

gyro is easy:

angular rates = the time derivative of orientation

For rotation of fixed reference frame relative to body frame (equivalent to a 

gyro output), we have:

1 -Ψ θ

Small signal rotation matrix = R = R R R = Ψ 1 -ΦSmall signal rotation matrix = R = RΦRθRΨ = Ψ 1 -Φ

-θ Φ 1

0 -ωz ωy 0 Ω1,2 Ω1,3

dR/dT = d(RΦRθRΨ)/dT = ωz 0 -ωx = ( 1/∆t ) ( Rt+1 Rt
T – I3x3 ) = Ω2,1 0 Ω2,3

-ωy ωx 0 Ω3,1 Ω3,2 0

ωx = (2Δt)-1 (Ω3,2 - Ω2,3)

ωy = (2Δt)-1 (Ω1,3 - Ω3,1)

ωz = (2Δt)-1 (Ω2,1 - Ω1,2)

See https://community.freescale.com/community/the-embedded-beat/blog/2013/03/12/building-a-virtual-gyro for derivation details.



Taking it up a notch

• The MagCal/eCompass example:

• is nice because it can be explicitly calculated

• BUT it is subject to the “at rest” assumption

• The real world is much more complex

• If we can model a system as a set of state variables, • If we can model a system as a set of state variables, 

then we can use a Kalman filter to separate noise from 

desired system behavior

• A Kalman filter essentially does a linear regression 

between measured and expected system response.



Kalman Filters

• Are a subset of a class of algorithms for optimal state estimation.

• Every Kalman filter includes a process model of expected system 

operation in terms of states

• Each Kalman filter includes an observer model

• Input and output noise must be Gaussian in nature

• Experimental results are “fitted” to the process/observer models

• Filter operation is iterative in nature.  • Filter operation is iterative in nature.  

• Results can be proved to be optimum in a least-squares sense.

• A good text on the subject is:

Introduction to Random Signals and Applied Kalman Filtering, 3rd

Edition, by Robert Grover Brown and Patrick Y.C. Hwang, John Wiley & 

Sons publishers



9-axis accel + mag + gyro Indirect Kalman Filter

Gyro-Based 
gyro offset,

orientation errorgyro signal

Accelerometer-

Based Inclination 

Model

+

-

accelerometer

signal

linear acceleration, orientation error

Gyro-Based 

Inclination 

Model

Magnetometer-

Based Inclination 

Model

-

+

Kalman Filter

orientation error

magnetometer disturbance, orientation error

gyro signal

magnetometer

signal

orientation

gyro offset

magnetic disturbance

linear acceleration



• There are innumerable ways to craft models for sensor fusion.  

We have touched on only a few.

• Tradeoffs include:

• Model complexity

• simple regression versus state estimation

• number of variables/states

• 3 axis versus 6 axis versus 9 axis

Take Away Points

• 3 axis versus 6 axis versus 9 axis

• CPU/memory/power requirements

• Robustness

• Scalability

• Patent restrictions

• gravity model included or not

• algorithm singularities



For more information

– http://www.freescale.com/sensors

– http://www.freescale.com/blogs/mikestanley/. Topics include:

• Electronic Compass

• Virtual Gyro

• Orientation Representations

• Sensor placement in the system• Sensor placement in the system

– Free Android App available on Google Play

• Xtrinsic Sensor Fusion Toolbox

– Quaternions and Rotation Sequences by Jack B. Kuiplers, 
Princeton University Press, 1999

– Introduction to Random Signals and Applied Kalman Filtering, 3rd

Edition, by Robert Grover Brown and Patrick Y.C. Hwang, John 
Wiley & Sons publishers



Questions?Questions?



A couple really useful math identities

If a and b are 3x1 vectors, then

The dot product (a⋅b) is a scalar:

a⋅b = a1b1 + a2b2 + a3b3 = |a||b| cos θ

θ is the angle between the two vectors = cos-1(a⋅b / (|a||b|))

• The cross product (a X b) is another vector:

b

a

|a|cosθ

θθθθ

• The cross product (a X b) is another vector:

− a X b = |a||b| sin θ n, where n is a unit vector perpendicular to the plane 

containing a and b



Kalman ‘Cheat Sheet’

Kalman Gain

Project into k+1 Update Estimate

Initial Estimates for P’k and x’k

Measurements

Sym Initial 

Value

Description

ΦΦΦΦn modeled Kalman state transition matrix of the process from the state 

at n to the state at n+1

K computed Kalman Gain

Pn computed Error Covariance (a posteriori)

P’n+1 computed Error Covariance for next interval (a priori)

P'n estimated Previous Error Covariance (an "a priori" estimate)

H I3x3 For this model, this is a noiseless transformation from state 

to measurement

R computed E(VnVn
T); measurement noise covariance

Xn modeled estimate of Xk (a posteriori)

X'n estimated estimate of Xk (a priori estimate)

Zn measured actual measurement of X at time n

I3x3 Identity matrix

Q estimated E(WnWn
T]; process noise covariance

Wn estimated process noise 

V From observation noise

Plant model: Xn+1 = ΦΦΦΦnXn + Wn

Observation model: Zn = HnXn + Vn

Update Covariance

Updated State EstimatesProjected Estimates

Block Equation

Kalman Gain Kn = P’n H
T (H P’n H

T + R)-1

Update Estimate Xn = X’n + Kn (Zn – H Xn)

Update Covariance Pn = (I – Kn H) P’n

Project into k+1 X’n+1 = ΦΦΦΦnXn

P’n+1 = ΦΦΦΦnPnΦΦΦΦn
T + Q

Vn From 

datasheets

observation noise

The “magic” is in 

formulation of ΦΦΦΦn, Hn, 

and the initial value 
of the covariance 
matrices.


